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Negotiated Proposal 
 
For the negotiated project I felt I needed more examples of surface print and design in my portfolio in 
order to pursue a career in that particular field after graduation. I have decided to produce a series of 
prints - and possibly textile examples - based on cities from across the world, much in the style of Lotta 
Nieminen’s “Walk This World”; the cities I have chosen were based on architectural and cultural 
diversity to ensure each piece would be strikingly different. The prints I will produce will showcase all 
the techniques and mediums I have developed and practiced with. Many existing city print illustrations 
center around cities such London, Paris, and New York so I have tried to research breathtaking cities that 
are not so much ‘in the mainstream’. My cities will be: 

• Moscow, Russia 

• Funchal, Madeira 

• Tokyo, Japan 
I feel that the diversity of these cities and their people will translate well into creating detailed and 
vibrant city scenes for print. 
 
During this project I will create a series of three city scene prints (A3). Over the course I have further 
developed my skills in ink and water colours which I will use in the pieces, along with some layered 
printwork and gouache detailing, assembled and enhanced in photoshop. I have already looked into the 
works of Sylvia Chalmers, Janet Bell and Annika Schmidt. I will also print one or two of the designs onto 
stationary or textiles to show how my series would be sold if it were commercially available. 
 
My intended audience will be 20-30 year olds living in mostly urban areas, the kind of demographic who 
enjoy living in ‘artsy’ environments and collecting artist-produced prints and crafts. This demographic 
are also often well-traveled so the series of world city prints will appeal to many. 
 
I have looked at existing prints and textile pieces online, both independent and mass-produced to 
explore what is already on the market.  
I have researched block print and single print designs of cities, maps and cityscapes to broaden my 
imagination of where this project could progress to. In addition to looking at “Walk This World” by Lotta 
Nieminen, I have also looked into existing and previous city collections sold by both WHSmith and 
Paperchase in order to avoid limiting my work or simplifying it. I will also take inspiration on symmetry 
and colours from Wes Anderson’s “Grand Budapest Hotel”, also paying attention to his eye for detail 
and repetition. 
 
I have created a visual research board with sources from the following websites and books: 
http://www.andrealaurendesign.com/ (and Instagram) 
https://www.janetbellgallery.com/collections/janet-bell-prints 
https://www.paperchase.co.uk/stationery 
http://www.lottanieminen.com/illustration/walk-this-world/ 
http://www.juliarothman.com/ 
http://www.geninedelahaye.com/ 
http://www.illustrationweb.com/artists/AnneWilson/all/382 
http://www.illustrationweb.com/artists/LucilleClerc/view 
http://www.classictextiles.com/sylvia-chalmers/ 
http://www.lilleputtstudio.com/inventory?category=city 
http://geninedelahaye.blogspot.co.uk/ 
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